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Introduction

Despite the large number of satellites and in-situ services providing

data about the current status of the earth, a glance of the European EO

networks reveals that there are still some issues that are not being met;

some gaps in specific themes or some thematic overlaps between

different networks.

This situation requires a clarification process of the actual status of the

EO European networks in order to set priorities and propose future

actions that will improve the European EO networks. The aim of this work

is to detect the existing gaps and overlapping problems among the

European EO networks.

This work is done thanks to the EU ConnectinGEO H2020 (Project Nr:

641538).

- Essential Climate Variables
- Esstential Biodiversity variables
- Essential Agriculture variables
- ….
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The EO stakeholders have defined a list of themes or thematic areas of interest that are considered strategic to proper monitor the status of the earth (like UN

Sustainable Development Goals or GEOSS Social Benefit Areas). These thematic areas can be measured with a (small) number of Essential Variables (EV) that

are essential to characterize the state and trends in a system without losing significant information. Thus, the EV defines the EO requirements or needs. These EO

needs are compared to what is currently available in EO repositories.
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Can be measured with:
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Gaps in European Earth Observation Network

• Incomplete extension (geographic, vertical and temporal)

• Not enough resolution (spatial, vertical and temporal) 

• Uncertainties are too high for the application

• Lack of tools for discovery, access and visualization

• Uncompleted metadata (no provenance, and quality aspects) 

• A variable or an aspect of a variable is not measured

• Geographical or temporal inconsistences

• All threads that forms the phase 1 are added to a centralized

list of gaps.

• The list of gaps have a simple data structure. The structure is

based on initial ideas of GAIA-CLIM project but adapted to

this project needs.

• The phase 1 fills the gap identifier, the description, Essential

Variable, thread, purpose, date, review and remedy.

1. EO Network Analysis 3. Prioritization2. Gap Inventory
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• Gaps in EO are identified following a methodology structured in 5 threads;

identification of observation requirements, incorporation of international research

program material, consultation process in the current EO, GEOSS Discovery and

Access broker Analysis and industry-driven challenges.

• All the gaps are centralized in a gaps DB that will be produced and maintained by

the project consortium.

• A prioritization process is done in order to generate a final sorted list of gaps to

inform the funding agencies and generate recommendations.

• The gap analysis and prioritization done by the project could contain missing

points or misunderstandings. For that reason, the project is structured in two loops

with a consultation process in between to help in reviewing the gaps, formulate

remedies, assessment of impacts, feasibility and cost.
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4. Loop and consultation process
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• During the prioritization phase, feasibility, impact,

cost, prioritization, recommendation and status field

are filled for each gap.

• The priority is determined by the balance of three

main criteria: Impact, Feasibility and cost.

Gaps that need to be

prioritized as first target

(higher priority) should be

situated on high feasibility,

high impact and low cost (dark

grey area). As a second

target, a more difficult (less

feasible) and more costly

gaps can be filled (light grey

area).

Gap example.
Id: 01
Gap Type: A variable or an aspect of a variable is not measured
Essential variable: Air temperature
Gap short description: The scarce of microclimatic data (air
temperature) from the beneath of trees
Thread: 2. Research programs aims and targets
Trace:. De Frenne, P., & Verheyen, K. (2016). Weather stations
lack forest data.Science, 351(6270), 234-234
Purpose: Find out how tempereatures are changing beneath
the trees
Date: 15/01/2016

Gaps Analysis methodology descriptionGaps Analysis Workflow

The gaps identification process of the European Earth Observation Networks is

still on going. Thus, we can not provide final results or formulate a final

conclusions.

To date, the project have been focused mainly in the EO Network analysis and

in the Gap inventory generation (phase 1 and phase 2). 38 gaps have been

detected so far, most of them belongs to the thread 2.


